
Batter Up Poker

 

The object of Batter Up Poker is for the player to make a poker hand 

consisting of a pair of 6’s or better, using each individual card (1,2 and 

3) with the 4 community cards (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and Home). The player will 

have up to 3 separate poker hands. 

Batter Up Poker is a poker game played with a standard 52 card deck. To start the game, each 

player MUST place all three Ante wagers of equal value, with one corresponding to each card to 

be dealt. Players have the option to make a 3 Card Bonus wager, and/or a Grand Slam Bonus 

wager. 3 Card Bonus wagers consist of the player’s 3 card poker hand and Grand Slam Bonus 

wagers consist of the player 3 cards with the 4 community cards for the best 5 card poker hand. 

The dealer will give each player one card, face up, to the designated spot with one baseball bat, 

and deal the first community card to the “1st” base position. 

Players have the option to stay in the game with their first card, or fold. If the player chooses to 

stay in the game, they must make a baseball wager of 1-3x their Ante 1 wager. Player who 

chose to fold surrenders their Ante 1 wager and the dealer turns their card face down to show 

it is out of play. 

The dealer will then give each player their next card to the designated spot with two baseball 

bats, and deal the second community card to the “2nd” base position. Likewise, players have the 

option to play their second card by placing a baseball wager of 1-3x their Ante 2 wager to stay 

in the game with their second card, or fold. Folded cards are again turned face down, and Ante 

2 wagers are collected. 



The dealer will then give each player their final card to the designated spot with three baseball 

bats, and deal the third community card to the “3rd” base position. Likewise, players have the 

option to play their third card by placing a baseball wager of 1-3x their Ante 3 wager to stay in 

the game with their third card, or fold. Folded cards are again turned face down, and Ante 3 

wagers are collected. 

Finally, the dealer places the fourth and final community card in the “home base” position. 

The dealer then settles all bets. Any cards the players chose to play by placing a baseball wager 

are used with the 4 community cards to create a 5 card poker hand. Ante and Baseball wagers 

are paid according to the pay table. 

3 Card Bonus wagers are settled using the players 3 cards, regardless of whether they chose to 

play them, and are paid according to the 3 Card pay table. 

Grand Slam Bonus wagers are settled using the players 3 cards, in conjunction with the 4 

community cards, regardless of whether they chose to play them, and are paid according to the 

Grand Slam Bonus pay table. 

 

Table 1. Pays — Ante and Baseball Wagers 

Royal Flush 250 to 1 

Straight Flush 100 to 1 

Four of a Kind 40 to 1 

Full House 10 to 1 

Flush 8 to 1 

Straight 5 to 1 

Three of a Kind 3 to 1 

Two Pair 2 to 1 

Pair of Tens or Better 1 to 1 

Pair of Sixes to Nines Push 

  Table 2. Pays — 3 Card Bonus 

Mini Royal Flush (Suited AKQ) 40 to 1 

Straight Flush 30 to 1 

Three of a Kind 25 to 1 

Straight 5 to 1 

Flush 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 

Table 3. Pays — Grand Slam Bonus 

    Royal Flush 250 to 1 



      Straight Flush 100 to 1 

      Four of a Kind 50 to 1 

       Full House 10 to 1 

     Flush 4 to 1 

     Straight 3 to 1 

     Three of a Kind 2 to 1 

 

 

 


